This month's issue of AcademicKeys' e-Flier for Sciences features 62 faculty openings, 5 senior administrative positions, and 4 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions in higher education.

Issue: Sciences Jan. 3rd, 2019

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMENT

Add your department's positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions:
- https://sciences.academickeys.com/all/landing_client.php

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS:

NEW! - Dept Chair/Div Head
University of North Texas
Department of Physics
Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 13, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117072&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

Dean of the College of Science
University of Utah
College of Science
Salt Lake City, UT, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 21, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116150&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

Ombudsperson
Rhode Island School of Design
Social Equity & Inclusion
Providence, RI, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 21, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116117&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-0e
NEW! - Faculty Positions
University of Hail
College of Science
Hail, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Jan. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117904&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Visiting Faculty Positions in the Dept. of Mathema...
American University of Sharjah
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Jan. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117862&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Lecturer/Assistant/Associate/Full Prof. for Core C...
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University
Core Curriculum Program - Dept. of Mathematics and Natura...
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Jan. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117860&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e
NEW! - Assistant Professor in Physics
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University
Core Curriculum Program - Dept. of Mathematics and Natura...
Al Khor, Eastern, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Dec. 26, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117742&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professor
JOUF UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF PREPARATORY YEAR
AL JOUF, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Dec. 26, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117741&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professor
JOUF UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AL JOUF, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Dec. 26, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117735&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Instructional Designer, Level II
Villanova University
Administration
Villanova, PA, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 21, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117666&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Faculty Instructor, Cybersecurity Admin. (San Anto...
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 20, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117478&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e
NEW! - Astronomy and Astrophysics Faculty
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Prescott, AZ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 20, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117436&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

NEW! - Laboratory Instructor - Physics
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University
CORE - Department of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Dec. 17, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117229&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Associate Professor/Professor: Statistics
Namibia University of Science and Technology
Mathematics and Statistics
WINDHOEK, Namibia
Date Posted: Dec. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117166&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Professor: Mathematics
Namibia University of Science and Technology
Mathematics and Statistics
WINDHOEK, Namibia
Date Posted: Dec. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117164&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Associate Professor: Mathematics
Namibia University of Science and Technology
Mathematics and Statistics
WINDHOEK, Namibia
Date Posted: Dec. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117162&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e
NEW! - Senior Lecturer: Mathematics
Namibia University of Science and Technology
Mathematics and Statistics
WINDHOEK, Namibia
Date Posted: Dec. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117160&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Lecturer/Senior Lecturer/Principal Lecturer (multi...)
University of North Texas

Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 13, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117081&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Assistant Professor
University of North Texas
Department of Mathematics
Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 13, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117077&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Clinical Assistant Professor
University of North Texas

Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 13, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117069&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

NEW! - Visiting Faculty Positions in Physics
American University of Sharjah
Physics Department
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Dec. 13, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116984&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Associate Lecturer/Lecturer - Mixed Reality (AR/VR)
NEW! - Adjunct Faculty- Applied Analytics
Bryant University
CISC-CIS
Smithfield, RI, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 12, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116918&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Faculty Positions in Physics
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Physics
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India
Date Posted: Dec. 10, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116798&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Assistant/Associate Professor Physics and Astronomy
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Prescott, AZ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 6, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116690&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

NEW! - Assistant Professor Mathematics
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
NEW! - Lecturer in Mathematics
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2018


NEW! - Lecturer in Mathematics
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116622&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

NEW! - Adjunct Faculty - Applied Analytics
Bryant University
CISC-CIS
Smithfield, RI, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 4, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116598&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Systems Analyst/Programmer
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 4, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116565&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Adjunct Faculty - Science and Technology
Bryant University
SCIT-Science Technology
NEW! - Tenure-Track Asst. Prof. in Theoretical High Energ... McMaster University Physics & Astronomy Hamilton, ON, Canada Date Posted: Dec. 4, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116558&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

Faculty Positions (all ranks) at the S.M. Wu School of I... The South China University of Technology S.M. Wu School of Intelligent Engineering Guangzhou, Guangdong, China Date Posted: Nov. 30, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116393&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

Faculty positions SRM University , AP - Amaravati Engineering / Liberal Arts and Sciences Mangalagiri, United States Date Posted: Nov. 29, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116342&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Instructor or Lecturer, Information Technology (Faculty) University of Central Florida Computer Science Orlando, FL, United States Date Posted: Nov. 28, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116330&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

Endowed Chair in Physics & Astronomy University of Alabama in Huntsville Physics & Astronomy Huntsville, AL, United States
Wenzhou-Kean Univ. Anticipated Faculty Positions 2019-202...
Wenzhou-Kean University
School of Mathematical Sciences
Wenzhou, China
Date Posted: Nov. 28, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116318&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

Wenzhou-Kean Univ. Anticipated Faculty Positions 2019-202...
Wenzhou-Kean University
School of Computer Science
Wenzhou, China
Date Posted: Nov. 28, 2018


Assistant Professor of Information Systems
Southern Utah University
Computer Science and Information Systems
Cedar City, UT, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 27, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116269&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

Assistant Professor of Computer Science
Southern Utah University
Computer Science and Information Systems
Cedar City, UT, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 27, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116268&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

Assistant Professor
University Of Sharjah
College of Sciences
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Nov. 26, 2018
Assistant Professor in Data Science  
Bowling Green State University  
Department of Mathematics and Statistics  
Bowling Green, OH, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 20, 2018

Assistant Professor  
University of Wyoming  
Computer Science  
Laramie, WY, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 15, 2018

Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics  
The University of St. Thomas  
St. Paul, MN, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 15, 2018

Assistant Professor  
University of Hawaii at Manoa  
Electrical Engineering  
Honolulu, HI, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2018

Physics Faculty Position, Sichuan University-Pittsburgh I...  
Sichuan University Pittsburgh Institute  
Science  
Chengdu, Sichuan, China  
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2018
Assistant Professor of Biology, Tenure Track
St. Lawrence University
Biology
Canton, NY, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2018

Open Rank (Assoc/Full Prof) in Bio-Nanotechnology
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Singapore, Singapore
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2018

Assistant, Associate and Full Professorships
Guangdong Technion Israel Institute of Technology (GTIIT)
Physics / Astrophysics
Shantou City, Guangdong, China
Date Posted: Nov. 8, 2018

Multiple Tenure-Stream Positions
University of Toronto
Computer Science
Toronto, Canada
Date Posted: Nov. 6, 2018

Anticipated Tenure-Track Faculty Positions 2019-2020 (Bio...
NEW! - Permanent-Track Faculty Positions
Reykjavik University
School of Computer Science
Reykjavik, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland
Date Posted: Dec. 3, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=114583&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

Tenure-Track Faculty, Mathematics
St. Edward's University
Mathematics
Austin, TX, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 24, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=114497&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Lecturer in Statistics
Aalto University School of Science
Department of Mathematics and Systems Analysis
Espoo, Finland
Date Posted: Oct. 24, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=114493&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Lecturer in Mathematics
Aalto University School of Science
Department of Mathematics and Systems Analysis
Espoo, Finland
Date Posted: Oct. 24, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=114492&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Tenure-Track Faculty Positions to Begin August 2019
St. Lawrence University
Education
Canton, NY, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=114217&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e
Three Tenure-Track Faculty Positions in Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Vermont
Burlington, VT, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 15, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=113990&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Assistant Professor in Mathematics (Numerical Analysis)
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 11, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=113810&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Assistant Professor in Discrete Mathematics
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 11, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=113808&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Instructor in Mathematical Sciences (328870)
UAE University
College of Science
Al-Ain, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Oct. 7, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=113575&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Assistant Professor
University of Texas at El Paso
Department of Mathematical Sciences
El Paso, TX, United States
Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2018

Faculty Positions in Mathematics
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Mathematics
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India
Date Posted: Sep. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=112315&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Tenure-Track Asst. Professor, Dept. of Mathematics (Dayto...
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Department of Mathematics
Daytona Beach, FL, United States
Date Posted: Sep. 11, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=112099&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

Adjunct Instructor
University of North Texas
Department of Mathematics
Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Apr. 26, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=106156&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-8e

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS

NEW! - Postdoctoral Researcher
Clemson University
Physics
Clemson, SC, United States
Date Posted: Jan. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117891&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e

NEW! - Helsinki ICT Network: Positions for exceptional Do...
Aalto University & University of Helsinki
Department of Computer Science
Helsinki, Finland
Date Posted: Dec. 18, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=117321&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-6e
Postdoctoral Research Scholar, Center for Space and Atmos...
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Daytona Beach, FL, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 29, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=116339&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

Postdoc-Microbial Population Dynamics
University of Idaho

Moscow, ID, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 14, 2018

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=115775&o=1275315&t=SC190103m-7e

To view more academic jobs, visit: https://sciences.academickeys.com/

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please proceed to the following page:

https://www.academickeys.com/all/subscribe.php

Andrea McCarthy
amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com
Academic Keys, LLC
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D
Storrs, CT 06268
USA